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KNX touch sensor 4 comfort 4f TS4 anthr - KNX Touch
sensor for home automation 5004028

Gira
5004028
4010337070849 EAN/GTIN

1126,42 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

KNX pushbutton sensor 4 comfort 4f TS4 anthr 5004028 bus system KNX, other bus systems without, mounting type flush-mounted, with theft/dismantling protection, with bus
coupling, number of buttons 4, with LED display, color anthracite, protection class (IP) IP21, KNX pushbutton sensor 4 comfort 4-fold anthracite features: Push button sensor
with integrated bus coupler and the possibility of connecting a wired remote sensor. Rocker or button function adjustable for each control surface. Tactile feedback when
pressing a button. Functions: switching, dimming, blinds, value transmitter, scene extension, 2-channel operation and controller extension. Switching: reaction when pressing
and or releasing, switching on, switching off, switching. Dimming: times for short and long presses, dimming in different levels, telegram repetition after long presses, sending a
stop telegram at the end of the actuation. Blind control: four different operating concepts with times for short and long actuation and slat adjustment. Value transmitter function:
Selection of the value range, value when actuated. Scene extension: with or without memory function, internal scene recall with or without memory function. 2-channel
operation: The operation of two independent channels can be set for each rocker or each button. This means that up to two telegrams can be sent to the bus by pressing a
button. The channels can be parameterized independently of each other for the switching, value transmitter or scene calling functions. Controller extension properties: External
room temperature controllers can be controlled using the controller extension push-button function. Operating mode switching, forced operating mode switching, presence
function and setpoint shifting. Evaluation of the controller status via the status LED. Functions of the status LED: Each status LED can be parameterized independently of the
control surface. The status LED can light up red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, orange, violet or white. Status LED functions: always OFF, always ON, actuation display, telegram
acknowledgment, status display, inverted status display, control via separate LED object, operating mode display, controller status display, presence status display and
inverted presence status display. In addition, a superimposed function can be enabled for each status LED, allowing a different color and display type to be set. General
functions: LED alarm message: All LEDs of the pushbutton sensor can flash red at the same time in the event of an alarm message. LED orientation lighting: For orientation, all
LEDs can be permanently switched off or on, display the status of a...
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